
National Treasure

By W. Hagerup

Simon Tye was the avuncular darling of the British nation. Entertaining, slightly

intellectual, softly left-leaning, gay, atheist－but with a penchant for old village

churches

－

witty, well spoken and generally rather cuddly. He had just come off a

recording of one of the many talk shows he regularly guested. He stumped into his

dressing room, where his partner Stanislav was waiting with a glass of wine. Simon

slammed the door behind him and went straight into his chair in front of the mirror

without a word. Stan handed him the glass. He drank it out.

“Ah! I needed that”.

“Goodness Simon. That bad was it?”

“No, that’s the thing. It wasn’t bad, it was good. It was so damn good. All light banter.

A little naughtiness, not too much, just the right amount, but nothing genuinely

offensive or dangerous or even remotely challenging. Argh! The inanity of it, the

asininity, the goosishness, the…the…”

“There, there Simon, now you sound like chap on Radio 4, what is it, Ed

Rearden?”

Simon took a draught of the replenished glass.

“HWO! Not what!”

Stanislav could have argued he meant “what programme”, but felt it wisest to say nothing.

“I don’t know how much more of this I can take, Stan”.

“More of what?” For a moment he thought Simon disapproved of the wine.

“Of being so damned, fucking nice! I am sick to the teeth of being nice. Of being Mr.

Use-some-funny-long-words-we’ve-never-heard-of, of being everybody’s idea of a

cosy, gay uncle. It is like I am dressed in a jumper, many times too small, and pushed



in front of my aunties to converse. “Don’t say ‘poo’” my mother said, and the only

word I wanted to shout out to my stuck up, pious, pernickety aunts was of course

‘poo’. But now, on national television I could have said ‘poo’ and no eyelids would

have batted, nor even twitched, as the nation’s watchers tucked into their microwaved

dinners sitting in the settee in front of the tee vee stuffing their fat faces. I could have

said ‘fuck’, indeed have done it a few times, I have even said ‘bastard’, but it was fine,

because it was used of some right-wing person. No-one minds that. And I have the

same feeling I had when I was standing in that tight jumper in front of my aunties. Why?

Because I don’t want to be nice, I don’t want to be cuddly, I don’t want to be a

fucking ‘national treasure’. Who started calling me that anyway? I should like to

strangle him. Or her. I’m an equal opportunities garrotter. Oh! What must I do to

escape this straight jacket? Sacrifice a puppy to Satan on live TV of a Saturday

night?”

“Oh no,” smiled Simon. “It is much simpler than that.”

He was standing directly behind Simon. They looked at each other in the mirror, and

as Stanislav started messaging Simon’s shoulders he said,

“All you need to do Simon, is to become a conservative”.

“A what?!” Simon spluttered his wine on the looking glass.

“A conservative. Think about it.”

“Oh come on! I couldn’t possibly…look I have aligned myself with the Labour party, not a card carrying

member of course, just sort of in favour of equality, and

niceness, against nastiness, selfishness, hunger, racism and all the bad things that

conservatives are naturally in favour of…” His facial expression changed. It was as if

he had taken a laxative that only just then had started working. Stanislav noticed the

change and nodded.

“Of course Stan. I see it now…” Simon’s eyes gleamed.

Within half a year Simon Tye no longer had invitations to come on talk shows. His

agent was unable to book him to do quirky little BBC programmes about this and that.



Instead of coming up to him on the streets for autographs people would spit or call

him names most certainly not listed in Debretts.

Simon loved it. Financially he was fine. Over the years he had invested large parts of

his earnings in oil and gas companies. Of course, after coming out as a conservative

this had been splashed all over the papers, but he minded not. It just added to his

notoriety. The occasional invitation to play a baddie in the odd Hollywood movie still

trickled in. And as he sat down at an expensive St. James restaurant to eat some unustainably caught

sea food accompanied with some impossibly expensive

champagne, he thought it all worth it. He and Stanislav clinked their glasses together.

“Thank you Stan. As a ‘conservative’ I can enjoy my life and not feel guilty about it, I

can be as grumpy as I like and not feel I’m letting someone down, I can have

whatever opinion I want without checking with the political correctness police if it is

on the list of verboten thoughts. I am loving it”.

“By the way Simon. Your agent called”.

“Oh yes?”

“Yes, apparently you are wanted on some talk shows in Poland. They love you there.

As a matter of fact, he said you’ve become a bit of a national treasure there”.

Simon looked up with half masticated sea food showing in his open mouth. He swallowed.

“Oh… poo!”


